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Transport Emissions Disaggregation Tool – TEDiT
Challenges facing policy makers when designing policy for passenger transport

• Lack of policy-relevant data:
  • Different data may be available but not relevant to the policy-making process due to lacking clear connection to clear policy measures
  • Data may be spread across different places and available for different sectors and subsectors (e.g. European vs. national sources)
  • Some data not available at all (e.g. walking and cycling at the national level)

• Time pressure resulting in:
  • Application of less efficient and effective solutions than possible
  • Lack of information about best practices that could close a legislative policy gap

• Lack of comprehensiveness of the emissions reduction strategies:
  • Often too much focus on one area, and lacking action in other areas (e.g. emissions intensity of passenger cars vs. activity levels or load factors)
  • Misalignment between effort and outcome (e.g. emissions intensity of passenger vehicles vs. activity levels and load factors)
The rationale behind the **Transport Emissions Disaggregation Tool (TEDiT)**

- Disaggregation of emissions and mobility across different modes of transport and levers of emissions
  - 9 modes of transport
  - 3 levers for each except for walking, cycling, and subway (only activity)
  - => resulting in 21 levers
- Values for the levers provided for 2000-2019. Users can select values for 2030 and 2050
- Changing the values of different levers will immediately show the impact on emissions and mobility
- TEDiT ready for Hungary, Lithuania, Poland, Romania, and EU27
- (Almost) every lever is accompanied with a list of policy measures that can shift the values of the levers in the desired direction
What can TEDiT do?

• Help to **identify gaps and overlaps** in policies addressing emissions from passenger transport
  • Is there a policy that could drive emissions reduction by addressing respective lever?
  • Has too much attention been given to certain lever at the cost of another one?

• Support in **developing drafts of emissions reduction scenarios** from passenger transport sector for different years, e.g. what would be the impact on emissions from passenger transport if in Poland
  • Activity levels from passenger cars decreased by 1000 pkm/person (around 15%)
  • Emissions intensity from passenger cars and buses on the road halved to 80 and 730gCO2/vkm, respectively
  • Load factor of passenger cars increased to 1.5 person/vehicle
  • 500 pkm/person moved from aviation to rail?
  • Emissions would decrease by **59%** and mobility by **11%**.

• Provide **initial ideas** on how to shift the values of the levers in the desired direction
  • Over 60 policy measures identified that could decrease activity levels for high emitting modes of transport, increase activity for low/zero carbon means of transport, decrease emissions intensity for each mode of transport, and increase load factor for some.
What can TEDiT not do?

• **Quantify** the impact of different policy measures on emissions
  - The impact depends on specific (and changing) circumstances in a given country
  - Instead, the description of the policy measures includes references to studies already published that could help governments conduct such quantifications in their specific circumstances.

• Compare the selection to an existing **future** scenario
  - The tool uses historic data for between 2000-2019 from a combination of sources, for Hungary, Lithuania, Poland, and Romania but no future scenario
  - This has been driven by the desire to keep the tool simple and easy to understand

• Illustration of the impact of different measures at the **city** level
  - While some data are easier to gather at the city level (e.g. cycling and walking), other are only available at the national level
  - The tool can be adapted to the city level if data is made available
TEDiT – The issue of modal shift

- The tool addresses shift between different modes of transport **indirectly**: it can be expected that an increase in activity levels for low-carbon mode of transport will result in decreased activity levels for high carbon modes of transport.

- The scale of the shift and modes of transport affected is strongly determined by existing circumstances and accompanying policies.
How to shift the values of the levers with selected best practices? - Lithuania
# Integrated transport system: current problems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SEGREGATED BY ADMINISTRATIVE BOUNDARIES PUBLIC TRANSPORT SYSTEMS</th>
<th>NO UNIFIED TICKET SYSTEM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LACK OF COMFORTABLE CONNECTIONS BETWEEN DIFFERENT MODES</td>
<td>COUNTLESS DIFFERENT CARRIERS UNDER DIFFERENT AUTHORITIES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WEAK MULTIMODALITY OPTIONS</td>
<td>LACK OF UNIFIED ACCOUNTING AND MONITORING</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**A NEED FOR NEW SPATIAL APPROACH**
“Comprehensive Plan of the Territory of the Republic of Lithuania 2050” introduced a strategy of integrated transport system on a national level

• Pack of measures to enhance partnerships between municipalities, cities, towns, settlements etc.
• Strategy contains 3 levels of mobility services
  1) high efficiency public transport zones
  2) moderate efficiency public transport zones
  3) zones with mobility as a right

Clear guidelines for partnerships and integrated public transport system in particular are needed for the concept to be implemented nation-wide

Image source: Comprehensive Plan of the Territory of the Republic of Lithuania
Integrated transport system: Vilnius approach

VILNIUS SUMP: HIERARCHY IN PUBLIC TRANSPORT SYSTEM UNTIL 2030

- Fast routes
- Main routes
- Shuttle service

PRESENT SERVICES AND ACTIVITIES

- 5 fast public transport routes and public transport lanes
- 2 multimodal points
- 5 Park & Ride facilities...
- ...and many more

Image source: Vilnius sustainable urban mobility plan, Saulius Žiūra, JUDU
Sustainable Urban Mobility Plans (SUMP) enhancement: current situation

The Guidelines on the Preparation of Sustainable Urban Mobility Plans adopted in March 2015 by the Ministry of Transport and Communications

Since 2015 SUMPs in 20 cities and towns were prepared
SUMP enhancement: Vilnius SUMP example

**2017 MODAL SPLIT IN VILNIUS IN FUNCTIONAL ZONES**

**TRAVEL MODE**

- Public transport: 25.4%
- Bicycles: 1.5%
- Pedestrians: 24.5%
- Individual cars: 48.3%
- Other car modes: 0.3%

**In 2017 about 48.3% of all trips were made by car**

**Communications for changing behaviour of passengers**

1. Not only the SUMP is communicated, but the ideas of sustainable mobility;
2. Through the communication SUMP is introduced to the society;
3. Emotional direction – the emotions of the society, a sense of responsibility being evoked;
4. Data direction – statistics and facts that are important in making long-term decisions are presented;
5. It is necessary to carry out sustainable mobility ideas’ dissemination through and after completion of the SUMP, because change of habits is a long-term process.

*Image source: Vilnius sustainable urban mobility plan*
SUMP enhancement: SUMP implementation evaluation

VILNIUS SUMP 2030 CONTAINED ACTION PLAN 2020

IN 2021 SUMP IMPLEMENTATION EVALUATION WAS DONE

BASED ON RESULTS OF EVALUATION RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER IMPLEMENTATION WERE PREPARED

DISTRIBUTION OF SUMP MEASURES

CORRELATIONS BETWEEN PRIORITIES AND IMPLEMENTATION STATUS

IMPLEMENTATION LEVEL

Image source: Vilnius sustainable urban mobility plan implementation evaluation
SUMP enhancement: Responsible authorities

AUTHORITY RESPONSIBLE FOR SUMP IMPLEMENTATION AND SUSTAINABLE MOBILITY GOALS IN VILNIUS – JUDU (MUNICIPAL ENTERPRISE)
SUMP enhancement: new policies

To improve SUMPs and effectiveness of implementation of SUMP’s measures, Ministry of Transport and Communications is preparing some new documents.

- Sustainable Mobility Fund
- ReNewed Guidelines on the Preparation of Sustainable Urban Mobility Plans
- Guidelines for on Low Emission Zones
- Rules for Public Transport Fleet Improvement for People with Special Mobility Needs

Image source: Presentation of vice-minister of communications Agnė Vaiciukevičiūtė "ATEITIES SUSISIEKIMAS LIETUVOS REGIONUOSE"
How to shift the values of the levers with selected best practices? - Romania
Low Emission Zones

Low Emission Zones (LEZ) are measures that a local government is taking to reduce CO2 emissions and air pollutants from road traffic.

**Official data** shows high levels of air pollution with:

- PM2.5
- PM10
- NOx
- SOx
- CO

*These levels are recorded in urban agglomerations and expanding cities with metropolitan areas.*
Low Emission Zones

2Celsius got involved in promoting LEZ as a local practice to tackle pollution and CO2 emissions.

- **Organized air quality measurements** (Luftdaten Ro and AerLive);
- **Strategic Litigation**: Bucharest Clean Air Case.
Low Emission Zones

As LEZ have little to no success within local policies of local public administrations due to weak social capital and poor administrative capacity, an initiative has taken shape in the Romanian Parliament – Senate’s Environment Committee as to design a law that would regulate Low Emission Zones at central/national level and local governments will be held responsible to enforce it.

Identify the size of the LEZ based on concrete evidence of the local problem:

- major local pollutants and their sources, exposed population, including residents, workers, commuters, schools and outdoor recreation centers
- the extent and spatial extent of the congestion problem
- local demographics and the car park
- public priorities around the atmosphere and air emissions.

The impact assessment should include the distribution of LEZ beneficiaries and the introduction of transport alternatives. You need to introduce support measures to ensure that the benefits are fair. This may include financial support for citizens and small businesses moving to cleaner vehicles and providing bus routes and bike lanes that reach, for example, the low-income areas. LEZ should be a central part of a city-wide strategy to promote access to and use of public transport, walking and cycling. A LEZ will not work in isolation; residents and businesses need to have access to affordable, attractive and convenient alternatives. Establish access routes that are excluded from the low-emission zone, as well as certain transit parking lots (Park & Ride) or roads that allow access to the bypass for traffic coming from outside the area. The low emission zone is permanent and applies to any vehicle that uses the public road in the mentioned area.
Principles to follow:

- Establish an implementation schedule for access to the low-emission zone and phasing out access to polluting vehicles in the city. Calendar must be approved following public consultation. Consider introducing daily subscriptions and a maximum of annual days to allow access to vehicles for which access is normally prohibited.

- Consider the opportunity to establish support schemes and/or exemptions, such as special access hours, to support deliveries to low-emission businesses. A system of derogations will be established at national level regarding the categories of special purpose vehicles, such as ambulances, vehicles of the armed forces, vehicles adapted for the transport of persons with disabilities, etc.

- Establish systems of monitoring, control, enforcement, review, as well as for public consultation.
In matters of greening railways, Romanian operators find themselves in a deep crisis of rolling stock. Naturally, the poor (electric) infrastructure is the very root of the problem, however the Romanian paradox must be overcome.

- **Romanian paradox: trains pulled by diesel engines roll on electrified railways**
- Only EUR 5 bn were attracted under the previous EU budget with which Romania managed to modernize 500 kilometres - absorbed from 2017 until today (absorption of only 33%)
- Attainable max speed of all passenger trains on average: 68 km/h; real average speed: around 55 km/h.
- Night trains lost the battle with domestic flights.
- Road transport has become the only option for most regions in Romania.
- International trains slashed by 80% in the last 2 decades.
Railway electrification

What policies to look out for?

• The EU can offer loans at preferential interest rates via the European Investment Bank (EIB);

• The EU (or member state governments together) sets up its own rolling stock pool. For regional and some national operations, rolling stock is sometimes owned and leased out by the regional/national government (awarding authority) or a government-owned company;

• Trains (acquisition of new rolling stock) must be included in the National Plans within the Recovery and Resilience Facility.

• Rehabilitation of railways via Connecting Europe Facility.
Railway electrification

Alternative solutions towards greening of railways: Hydrogen powered trains

Institutional response:
Railway electrification

In the works...
How to shift the values of the levers with selected best practices? - Poland
Electrification of buses – the Polish approach

- The Act on electromobility introduces goals regarding the development of infrastructure and electric vehicles for the Polish local governments.
- The largest fleet of electric buses in Poland is in Warsaw - 160 buses (more in Europe are used in London and Moscow).
- The cities with the highest share of zero-emission vehicles are: Jaworzno (63%), Zielona Góra (48%), Lublin (30% - trolleybuses), Poznań (18%), Kraków (14%) and Warsaw (11%).
- There are over 700 electric buses registered in Poland.
- Poland registers most electric buses (7.1%) after Great Britain (13.5%), France (11.9%) and Sweden (7.4%).
- Hydrogen-fueled buses are not present due to lack of infrastructure.

Share of zero-emission buses (BEV, FCEV) in the city bus fleet in cities with more than 50,000 inhabitants:

- **≥ 5%** from 01/01/2021
- **≥ 10%** from 01/01/2023
- **≥ 20%** from 01/01/2025
- **≥ 30%** from 01/01/2028
Electrification of buses – the Polish approach

• In Poland, there were four large calls for funding for electric buses last years.

• Each of the calls was very popular and the number of submitted applications significantly exceeded the budget assumed by the institutions.

• Summary of implemented co-financed programs:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program</th>
<th>Cities</th>
<th>Electric buses</th>
<th>Hydrogen buses</th>
<th>Budget</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Green Public Transport (I)</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>302</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>1,1 bln PLN (ca. EUR 230 mln)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green Public Transport (II)</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>340</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>1,26 bln PLN (ca. EUR 270 mln)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Centre for EU Transport Projects</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>460 mln PLN (ca. EUR 100 mln)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Operational Programme Infrastructure and Environment)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NFOŚiGW (Kangaroo)</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>40 mln PLN (ca. EUR 8,5 mln)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Electrification of buses – the Polish approach

What needs to change?

- Change in the generation of the electricity mix (the context of the war in Ukraine and the need to move away from fossil fuels)

- Construction of sufficient infrastructure – especially for hydrogen-fuelled buses

- Continuation of governmental projects, boosting the capacity of smaller communities to pay for the fleets

- Increasing the domestic potential - Poland is the largest exporter of electric buses in the EU (almost every second bus in the EU comes from Poland) and the largest producer of batteries for electric vehicles in the EU (5th in the world)
Bike rental

- Most of the vehicles rented in Poland in 2021 are electric scooters (67%). Shared bikes account for almost 32% of rentals.

- Public bike rentals have been operating in Poland for 13 years

- There are 75 public bike sharing systems in operation in almost 100 localities

- More than half of all shared bikes were available in four cities: Warsaw (23% of the market), Łódź (12%), Wrocław (11%) and Poznań (8%)

- Most operators use billing system based on the length of bike rides, with first 30 minutes being free
Bike rental

What needs to change?

- **Recovery of the COVID pandemic** - with a difficult 2019 year and significant drops in bicycle rentals caused by the COVID pandemic, a slight increase and improvement in the situation can be seen.

- **The fight with the scooter rental system** - it will increase the demand for bicycle transport and its popularity among citizens.

- **Expansion of infrastructure** - construction of a sufficient amount of bike stations in the right locations.

- **Increased safety for cyclists** - improving bike infrastructure and safety – bike lanes, law protecting bikers from cars.

- **Change of the rental model** - the dominant model in Poland is the rental of bikes from the station, which significantly reduces the possibility of moving residents.

- Improvement of the **technical quality** of the rented bikes.
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